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Sirnula&on of 1/8 Five-/Nine-Spot Patterns

K.H. Coats, SPE, Intemnmp Resource Development& Engineering inc.
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Simulation of eom~les recovefy processes often is per-

formed using a single pattern, which may be a five-,

seven-, or nine-spot. Thk approximation ofs total-field

multiple-pattern development by a mpresentstive panem

significantly rcduccs computing time and cost. This

Fonrm is limited to a single psttem in a network of

repeated five- or nine-spot patterns in an afeally

homogeneous formation. The formation may have ar-

bitrary vet&al heterogeneity and any number of layera.

The single pattern contains two wells in the five-spot

case snd four weUs in the nine-spot case. The four sides

of the square pattern are no-flow or insulated boundaries.

The single-pattcm simulation abotdd be performed for

the smallest aymmetricsl element of the pattern to

minimize computing cost. This well-known element is

one-eighth of a pattern. Nevertheless,, simulations of

one-half and one-foutih pattern elements,. with areal

homogeneity and s.quace (unifrmn) grid blocks continue

in pfactice and occasionally appear in the litemtme. Ow-

ing to sym.metty within the pattern, the pressure (and

saturation, composition, etc.) distribution witbin the

one-eizhth element detines the dktfibution throughout

the pattern.

TnmsmissibDitv and block PV alterations necessary

for exact rcpmd~ction of five- or nine-spot results by a

one-eighth pattern calculation am well-known for the

five-point difference scheme and are omitted here. This

Forum describes a simple alteration necessary for identi-

ty of one-half or one- fowth pattern snd one-eighth pat-

tern results using the nine-point difference scheme 1 with

either parsllel or diagonal grids. 2

Figs. la and lb show parallel and diagonal, uniform

block-centered grids for the five- or nine-spot. The wells

marked by an empty circle are absent in the tive-spot.

The x- and y- directions and (nine-point) diagonal

transmissibilities discussed in detail by Yanosik and Mc-

Ct’scken 1 are. noted on Fig. la by the symbols x, y and

d, respectively. Let the normal five-point scheme x- or y-

dircction transmissibility associated with Grids la and lb

be nommlized to 1.0. For the nine-point scheme, then,

the X- and y-direction transmissibilities are two-thifds

and the diagonal tcansmissib]lities are one-sixth. 1

Recause of the half-blocks along the horizontal (vertical)

edges, the nine-point x(y) -dkction transmissibilities

along these edges arc one-half of two-thirds or one-third.

For the one-eighth pattern cases, the nine-point diagonal

transmissibilitiea along the 45” triangle sides must be

halved. This one-half factor is necessaw. simply because

the 450 tckusgtdarbeundaty is a streamline. However, all

intemnl nine-point x(y) -direction ttansmissibilities must
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Fig; l—Five- or nine- spot pattern grids.

remain equal to two-thirds. Obviously, all dlagomd or
. . . .

x(y) -dlmction tcmtsmmslbdlt!es connected to blocks out-

side the one-eighth pattern grid afc zero.

This identity of one-eighth and full-pattern nine-point

simulations is not limited to the uniform grids shown.

For the diagonal grid, any NxNgtid with variable Ax(I),

Ay(J) can be used pfovided Ay(J) = &(I) for each I =J.

For the parallel grid, any NxN grid (on a one-half pat-

tern basis) suffices, provided that Ay(J) =&x(I) for each

I=J and that the Ay(J) are symmetrical about A-A.

Again, tbe only requirement for identity of nine-point

one-eighth and full-pattern simulations is halving the

normal diagonal transmissibilities along the 45° edges in

the one-eighth pattern case.

For the square one-half and one-fomth pattern

elements, use of the one-eighth pattern element reduces

computing time by factors nf rOughly fOur and twO.

respectively. Thus, the importance of simulating the

triangular elements is obvious. These rstios can be larger

if direct solution is used since matrix bandwidth in-

creases fmm the one-eighth to one-fourth or one-half

pattern simulations and direct solution time is roughly

proportional to the square of bandwidth.
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(on a 1/2 pattern basis) suff’ices, provided Ay(J) = Ax(I) for each
I=J, and,the Ay(J) are symmetrical about A-A. Again, the only
r~quirement for identity of nine-point 1/8 and ftillpattern simu-
lations is halving the normal diagonal transmissibilities along
the 45 degree edges in the 1/8 pattern case.

For the square 1/2 5-spot and 1/4 9-spot elements, use of
the 1/8 pattern element reduces computing time by factors of
roughly 4 and 2, respectively, Thus, the importance of simulating
the triangular elements is obvious. These ratios can be larger if
direct solution is used since matrix band width increases from the
1/8 to 1/4 or 1/2 pattern simulations and direct solution time is
roughly proportional to the square of band width.
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